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■ A growth in extreme weather events, combined with growing 
conurbations in exposed areas, means that traditional 
property risks are getting riskier

■ Australian bushfires – remember them?
§Extreme high temperatures (all regions), extreme winds, below 

average rainfall 

■ UK floods – remember them? 
§Excess rainfall, three named storms in a row

The risks are getting riskier

Source: Actuaries Institute. Australian Actuaries Climate Index reflects devastating Summer bushfires and storms, 
4/05/2020: https://www.actuaries.asn.au/Library/MediaRelease/2020/MediaReleaseAACISummer2020(final).pdf



§ Property insurance claims & premiums will
§ Increase?
§ Decrease?
§ Remain the same?

§ Policies purchased on extreme-weather exposed properties will
§ Increase?
§ Decrease?
§ Remain the same?

§ Cat models will get
§ More granular and accurate?
§ Less granular and accurate?
§ Remain the same?

Poll. Climate change means:



Traditional response to higher risk

■ Every Cat provides data to revise the models

■ Risk reflexive-pricing – increase price on high risk

■ Ensure solvency against anticipated claims

■ Price is an important signal to policy-holders and, possibly, 

government, to improve resilience



Will a traditional response suffice?

The insurance business model

■ Risk diversification => risks aren’t correlated?
■ Risk pooling – the premiums of the many pay for the losses 

of the few => what about losses of the many?
■ Risk-reflexive pricing => affordability issues (legacy assets, 

yet assumes control over the sources of resilience)

What are the strategic implications?



Changing the insurance business model

■ Sustainable insurance business model needs sustainability 
for policyholders

■ What is insurance good at? Modelling and pricing risk

■ Linking risk modelling to more resilient assets
■ Who’s problem is resilience? [the insurance industry’s!]



Opportunities

■Underwriting sustainable risks – ESG underwriting

■ Innovation 

■Ex-ante planning to finance disaster an area of growth in the 

development and humanitarian sector

■Parametric products to address immediate aftermath of disaster

■ ‘Insuring Nature’ – The Nature Conservancy Mesoamerican coral 

reefs product

■Risk-sharing partnerships – sharing the risks, and the 

responsibility for resilience to risk

Source: Between State and Market: Protection Gap Entities 
and Catastrophic Risk. Jarzabkowski P, Chalkias K, Cacciatori E and 

Bednarek R (2018). London: Cass Business School, City, University of 

London: https://www.paulajarzabkowski.com/downloads/#view-file-1

https://www.paulajarzabkowski.com/downloads/


Insurer of the future
■ Collaborative Cross-sector Partner in climate action

■ Risk-sharing across sectors
■ Supporting and providing (selling?) services to ensure 

sustainable/resilient assets
■ Managing trade-offs; short & long, public & private (paradoxes!)

■ Insurance as an economic, and therefore, social good

■ Has great, forward-thinking innovators: YOU!

Source: Insurance for Climate Adaptation: Opportunities and Limitations
Jarzabkowski, P., Chalkias, K., Clarke, D., Iyahen, E., Stadtmueller, D., & Zwick, A. (2019). Global Commission for 

Adaptation: https://www.paulajarzabkowski.com/downloads/#view-file-2

https://www.paulajarzabkowski.com/downloads/
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